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Where learning has a purpose 

The students and teachers born in December, January and February had a blast of a celebration at 
BHIS-K, an Indian blast at that! To augment the festive mood, dining place was decorated with Indian 
memorabilia replete with signature umbrellas and North Indian art. The air was filled with the 
appetising aroma of rice and spice. The olfactory senses unfailingly took us to the biriyani counter. 
The succulent kebabs with the spicy curry complemented the biriyani and set the stage for what was 
to come next. Yes it was the chat counter and  it was ringing continuously owing to the crunchy papdi 
chat, blended bhel puri and warm vada pavs. The menu almost took us on a whirlwind tour of our 
country from down south to the north. Truly it was a memorable birthday celebration and an 
unforgettable gastronomic adventure. 

Karate champions   

Our Billabongers have yet again showcased their 
skills as they bagged the runners up overall 
championship in the Inter School State Level 
Karate Championship conducted at JVSS. This 
platform helped display the karate skills of our 
budding champs as they brought home laurels 
and a bunch of trophies in various categories. 
Kudos to our brave hearts!    



 

 

 

International Academy of Intercultural Development (IAID) has now become a part of BHIS-K as it 
brings with it 17 years of exceptional experience in training children and adults in the field of performing 
arts. This academy with its track record of surpassing expectations by providing highly qualified 
individuals is now geared up to instigate the talents in our Billabongers. 

Rajesh Jadhav the Managing Director of IAID, conducted a parent workshop on 23rd Feb, highlighting 
the programmes and courses offered by the organization. He gave an overview on the various prestigious 
organizations the academy was affiliated to and also provided a glimpse of the results that IAID promises 
to achieve in the days to come. 

An authentic gateway to dance, art and music through the doors of BHIS-K.    

Dancing Stars 

This week, our resident Billabongers spent quality time 
grooving to the upbeat tunes of a few western numbers. Ably 
guided by our Dance instructor, the students gave meaning 
to the adage that "Dancing is like dreaming with your feet". 

RESIDENTIAL HIGHLIGHTS   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ninja worriers of Jr.KG were seen making their way through an obstacle course made exclusively 
for them by their PE instructor Mr.Kalaiarasan. This fun gymnasium was aimed at improving spatial 
awareness and kindling the coordination skills of our young minds. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The 4th graders are into some computer-aided 
research as they are determined to dig deep 
into the World Wide Web to know more about 
the everyday uses of light. Armed with a never 
give up spirit these young researchers were 
seen swapping between the library and 
computer lab collecting as much information 
as possible for their project. All the best 
children!!   

The great inventors from around the world decided to visit the 
children of BHIS-K and help enlighten the young minds about 
their contributions towards mankind. In tune with the value of the 
month - Inventions – the 4th graders had invited the great 
inventors to grace the weekly assembly and address their friends.   

Revision is fun 

Ever heard of the boring revision sessions right before 
examination? Well, our 6th graders are oblivious to such a thing 
because revision is absolute bliss for our 3 musketeers. 
Implementing technology into revision their English teacher was 
swift at giving them online mock tests and quizzes that they 
played, competing against each other.  A fun way of revising 
topics indeed! 

Acronyms 

As India is fighting for 
peace and harmony the 5th 
graders decided to hold the 
lantern high by creating 
acrostic poems on this very 
topic. This activity 
challenged the children to 
choose the right words to 
fit the letters best suiting 
the theme and hence 
torched their critical 
thinking skills. 



  

Festivity of knowledge    

KKEL bid farewell to a wonderful month in style as the Kangaroo kids took to stage to perform what 
they had learned in the month of February. A tribute was paid to dentists, firefighters, teachers and 
bakers for their tireless service as the nursery children dressed like them, sang a beautiful melody 
appreciating their efforts. Then followed the planets of our galaxy, who had decided to descend into 
BHIS-K. The Sr.KG students who were dressed up as the beautiful planets were brimming with facts 
to share among their peers. And then adding to this gala performance the Jr.KG children shared their 
knowledge on the giants who ruled the planet earth for centuries- ‘The dinosaurs’.   

Dear Reader, 

‘Experience is the best teacher’, is what I deciphered from my life. I changed my daughter’s school 

and I could find a visible difference in the personality trait of my child, chiselling into an independent 

personality ready to shoulder responsibility. Accolades to BHIS-K for its unique curriculum and SPA 

programme, endowed to create innovative thinkers, sports and rock stars, artists, managers and 

paramount in building leaders for tomorrow. 

It’s not about blowing my own trumpets, it’s a factual truth. 

My hands were itching to pen my thoughts for the ‘Reader’s Forum’. Fortunately, my article has 

been shortlisted to be the first. I am sure there are many who will follow suit!!! 

Trying to figure out who could this be? Well, keep guessing!! 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 


